Master Enforcer Cylinder Lock
- Hand assembled and numbered at Lock America, California plant
- Front loaded machined brass housing
- Hardened steel front plate
- Drill resistant and punch resistant
- Millions of usable key codes
- Key codes registered in Lock America database
- Can be master keyed to Lock America’s and some other manufacturers’ systems

Stop/Go Cylinder Lock
- Hand assembled and numbered at Lock America, California plant
- Front loaded machined brass housing
- Hardened steel housing optional
- Drill resistant and punch resistant
- Red dot overlock system
- Over 60,000 usable key codes
- Key codes registered in Lock America database
- Can be keyed to Lock America’s and some other manufacturers’ overlock systems

Master Enforcer Cylinder Lock
- 19mm Standard Lock America Cylinder
  - Standard cylinder size for most Lock America applications.
  - B522Z-D3 Stop-Go System
  - B622Z-M2 Master Enforcer System
- 17mm Replacement Cylinder
  - 17mm Accommodates most other manufacturers’ systems.
  - Not available in 600 Series Master Enforcer series
  - B519Z-D3
- 10mm Short Cylinder
  - 10mm Fits “Valley Mount” latches.
  - Not available in 600 Series Master Enforcer series
  - B510Z-D3

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Master Enforcer Cylinders
- Removable by tenant’s key or managers master key
- Unique key design makes it virtually impossible for tenant to duplicate keys
- MANAGERS MASTER KEY Unlocks tenant’s Cylinder

Stop/Go Enforcer Cylinders
- Removable by tenant’s key only.
- Can be keyed different with overlock or keyed alike
- SINGLE OVERLOCK KEY Renders tenant’s key inoperable but will not remove cylinder.
Packaged Cylinder Locks

Retail packaged cylinder locks are a lower cost alternative to Lock America's hand assembled high security and tubular locks. The packaged cylinder lock provides an economical entry into the security of the cylinder lock system. Packaged and numbered at Lock America's factory in Taiwan, they allow an operator to provide many of the features of the U.S. assembled lock at a lower cost.

Lock America Packaged Retail Cylinder Lock B522P
- Manufactured and packaged in Taiwan.
- Front loaded cylinder to resist punching out.
- Red dot overlock system. Operator receives lockout key that disables the locks at his facility.
- Seven pin tumbler pick-resistant mechanism with over 60,000 usable key combinations.
- Numbered at the factory. Code can be used to order replacement keys or duplicate cylinders.
- Fits Storage Master®, Storage Plus®, Mini-Gard® Resister and most other lock and latch systems.
- Factory sealed for renter confidence.

Champion Economy Packaged Universal Cylinder Lock B517P
- Manufactured and packaged in Taiwan.
- Front loaded cylinder to resist punching out.
- Red dot overlock system. Operator receives lockout key that disables the locks at his facility.
- Seven pin tubular mechanism with over 10,000 usable key combinations.
- Fits Storage Master®, Storage Plus®, Mini-Gard® Resister and most other lock and latch systems.

Champion Economy Packaged Replacement Cylinder Lock B422P
- Manufactured and packaged in Taiwan.
- Front loaded cylinder to resist punching out.
- Over 700 usable key combinations.
- Ideal choice for lower security applications.
- Available Keyed Different without overlock function.
- Fits Storage Master®, Storage Plus®, Mini-Gard® Resister and most other lock and latch systems.

Keyed Alike Cylinder Locks

All Lock America keyed alike cylinder locks feature front loaded housings and are available with optional spacers to allow installation in virtually all self-storage latches.

High Security 600 Series
- 19mm B622Z-A
- 19mm B522Z-A

Tubular keyed cylinder locks
- 17mm B519Z-A
- 10mm B510Z-A

Standard key cylinder lock
- 19mm B422G-A

All five Lock America cylinder locks can be custom assembled keyed alike in pairs or in larger quantities.